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entitled to an escort, for the maritime plain is no place for mountain infantry. In the lowlands they are rather a mixed lot. Among my escort on the Bajil stage there was usually a Sudani from Darfur, who called himself a British subject. In the Hodeida company (with a detachment at Bajil) many are mounted on saddle camels, as more suitable to the fierce heat and sandy plains of the Tihama. The rest ride ponies of fourteen hands or so—hardy beasts of nondescript strain—Abyssinian or Somali, with a dash of real Arab. The best nag I saw in the vilayet, with any real claim to breed and shape, was a compact little Jaufil that used to carry the genial Turkish chaplain up at Menakha.
In the Zaptieh, a man should get twelve rials a month, an umbashi or corporal thirteen, and a shawish or sergeant fifteen. Every so war i trooper should get thirty rials a month, but has to find his own mount and feed it —that costs him ten rials a month, and more in time of famine. A sowari shawish should get thirty-five rials. A sowari has to replace his mount if it dies or becomes unfit for service, so he does not get much of a pull over the infantry gendarme.
A malazim or subaltern of gendarmerie gets ;£8 a month, and a captain (yozbashi) £12. Each battalion is commanded by a bimbashi or major, and all four are under a colonel (miralai). I do not know the pay of the higher grades.
All these rates of pay are good enough if only they were paid. Last year the pay of the gendarmerie was six months in arrears, during which time half a month's pay was granted, and an issue of new clothing. The
1A cross between Jaufi stallions and Turkish cavalry mares gives a good light charger-strain well suited for service in Yamen.

